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Webinar Agenda  
Introduction: Two foci of webinar: 
 I. Grants process -  Roscoe Brunson 
 II. Content focus -  Sandra Titus 
 
Specific questions about your research 
question or application process need to be 
handled via a phone conversation with one 
of the two project officers.  No live 
questions can be taken during the webinar. 
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20% of proposals are disqualified and never reviewed because they fail to meet the announcement stipulations
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I. Grants Process Overview:  
 

• Read and carefully attend to directions 
in FOA 

• Screening Criteria  
• Grant Application Requirements 
• Budget and Budget Justification 
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Grant Process: Where to find all 
application related information… 

 1. http://www.grants.gov/ 
2. Search using the “Find” function for the 

announcement and the CFDA# 93.085 
3. Complete your application using the “Apply” 

function 
4. The Program Announcement provides information 

and guidance related to applications.   
5. Follow the Program Announcement carefully!  The 

information provided in the Program 
Announcement takes precedence over any 
conflicting information in other grant related 
documents 
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All application information  can be found via Grants.gov. For the Funding Opportunity, use the Find Opportunities function to search.To complete your application, use the Apply for Grants function on Grants.govPlease note: It is important to review and follow the program announcement carefully, because it contains information needed to complete the application.Information in the announcement takes precedence over any conflicting information that may be found in other grant related documents
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Submission Mechanisms 
• Electronic Submission (required): Grants.gov web portal 
• Must be submitted no later than 5:00PM ET on the due date: 

April 14, 2014. 
• Applications submitted after the deadline will not be accepted 
• Applications not conforming to the requirements will not be 

reviewed 
• Applicants are encouraged to initiate electronic applications 

early in the development process to address any problems 
with submission prior to the deadline 

• Grants.gov will send a tracking number after submitting the 
application 

• Grants.gov will validate the application and send another 
notice 
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You must submit your application via Grants.gov. Your application must be submitted by 5 p.m. Eastern Time on April 14, 2014, the due date as shown within the Funding Opportunity announcement.I cannot stress enough the importance of beginning your application submission several days in advance of the deadline. Even though you submit your application prior to the deadline, it must still pass validation. If it fails validation and you do not have time to re-submit, we will not have an application to review. Some examples of things that have happened to potential applicants:The only person authorized to submit applications got sick and could not submit on the last day.An organization’s computer went down on the last day.An organization’s facility lost power on the last day.Please note that if you submit an application early and refine it later, but before the due date, you can resubmit and your later application will replace your earlier application. It is better to be sure you have an application submitted and validated than to have a perfect application that misses the deadline.
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Screening of Application  
• The application must: 
• 1. Be submitted electronically via www.grants.gov (unless a 

waiver has been granted) by April 14, 2014 at 5PM EST.  
• 2. The Project Narrative section of the application must be 

double-spaced, on the equivalent of 8 ½ ” x 11” inch page 
size, with 1” margins on all sides (top, bottom, left and right)  
and font size not less than 12 points. 

• 3. The Project Narrative must not exceed 20 pages. NOTE: 
The following items do not count toward the page limit:  
required forms, including SF 424 and SF 424A, Budget 
justification and/or budget narrative;  

• 4. Appendices must not exceed 40 pages  .  
• 5. Proposed budget amount does not exceed the maximum 

indicated in Range of Awards. 
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Presentation Notes
Application Screening CriteriaAll applications will be screened to assure a level playing field for all applicants. Applications that fail to meet the screening criteria described below will not be reviewed and will receive no further consideration. Applications must be submitted electronically via www.grants.gov (unless a waiver has been granted) by April 14, 2014 at 5PM EST. The Project Narrative section of the application must be double-spaced, on the equivalent of 8 ½ ” x 11” inch page size, with 1” margins on all sides (top, bottom, left and right)  and font size not less than 12 points.The Project Narrative must not exceed 20 pages. NOTE: The following items do not count toward the page limit:  required forms, including SF 424 and SF 424A, Budget justification and/or budget narrative; Appendices must not exceed 40 pages  . 5. Proposed budget amount does not exceed the maximum indicated in Range of Awards.
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Grant Application Requirement 
 

• Be complete and do not leave blanks on 
forms unless the information is not 
applicable 

• The individual submitting the application 
must have the legal authority to act on 
behalf of the organization 
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Be complete and do not leave blanks on the forms unless the information is truly not applicable.Be sure that the person who submits the application is legally authorized to do so. Applications not submitted by an authorized official will be rejected.Electronic submission via Grants.gov is a two-step process: submission and validation.  Upon completion of a successful electronic application submission via the Grants.gov Website Portal, the applicant will be provided with a confirmation page from Grants.gov indicating the date and time (Eastern Time) of the electronic application submission, as well as the Grants.gov Receipt Number.  It is critical that the applicant print and retain this confirmation for their records, as well as a copy of the entire application package. In the second step, all applications submitted via the Grants.gov Website Portal then will be validated by Grants.gov.  Any applications deemed “Invalid” by the Grants.gov Website Portal will not be transferred to HHS/OASH, and HHS/OASH has no further responsibility for these applications. Grants.gov will notify the applicant regarding the application validation status.  You will initially receive a notice that your application has been received by Grants.gov and is being validated.  Validation  may take up to 2 business days.  You will receive a notice via email when your application has been validated by Grants.gov and is ready for the HHS/OASH to retrieve and review.  If your application fails validation it will not be accepted for review.  Therefore, you are notified that you should submit your electronic application with sufficient time to ensure that it is validated, in case you need to correct something. All submission errors need to be corrected before the deadline date.
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Application Budget  

424A Budget Information for Non-
construction Programs 

• Follow 424A form 
• Identify all sources of project funds 
• Indicate the approved indirect cost rate 

with the HHS Division of Cost Allocation 
• Project costs for future years 
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Presentation Notes
Please be sure to complete the SF 424. Follow the instructions carefully.Please note, the FY12 HHS appropriations act included a salary limitation, restricting  the salary of an individual compensated through grants and contracts to Executive Level II or $179,700.  This restriction continues under the current Continuing Resolution, and could change with a final appropriation.This means if you want to charge the person full-time to this your grant, your application should reflect a salary not exceeding $179,700 plus fringe and indirect costs. If 50% on the project, your application should reflect a salary not exceeding $89,850 plus fringe and indirect costs. If your organization pays someone in excess of this amount, the salary beyond the rate of $179,700 must be charged to other funding sources. We will communicate with successful applicants if budget changes are necessary as a result of what applicants submit before the deadline. We just want you to understand that things may change after the submission closes.
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Application Budget Con’t 
•Detailed Budget and Budget Justification 

•Provide the details of the budget; breakdown 
each line item 

•Provide thorough justification (e.g., cost per unit) 
•Detail personnel by salary, FTE charged (% of 

time), and fringe benefit information 
•Line by line breakdown for Federal and non-

Federal sources 
•Salary Limitations – Salary of an individual 

compensated though this grant must not exceed 
Executive Level II, $179,700 exclusive of fringe 
benefits and indirect costs 
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Webinar Agenda  

II. Content Focus Overview 
• ORI mission and FOA focus areas   
• Specific Content Focus Research Application  
• How is the proposal evaluated by reviewers? 

– Are all instructions followed? (time, length etc.) 
– Does the study meet the FOA focus? 
– Is there a convincing rationale that the study has 

value and can be accomplished?  
– Each Criteria of the evaluation is individually 

evaluated and then discussed by the reviewers 
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The ORI website provides  material on the function, scope and mission of the office. http://ori.hhs.gov
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ORI’s Mission 
To promote the integrity of PHS 

supported research by two routes: 
 
1. Respond effectively to allegations  
  of research misconduct 
 
2. Promote research integrity  
   Granting round contributes to this goal 

through studies that demonstrate ways to 
promote integrity & prevent  misconduct  

ORI 1/07 11 
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Mentor/ 
Trainee 

Responsibilities 

Research 
Misconduct 

Collaborate 
with other 
scientists 

Responsible 
Authorship 

Conflict of 
Interest 

Animal 
Welfare 

Peer Review 
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Human 
Subjects 
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Responsible Conduct of Research: 

 Primary Areas of RCR 
5 

Data  
Acquisition,  

Management, 
Sharing, & 
Ownership 
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Responsibility  
of 

Scientists  
in Society 
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The Four FOA Focus Areas  

• 1. Evaluating the Effectiveness of 
Educational Training in the 
Responsible Conduct of Research 
(RCR).  
– Research which leads to the creation of a 

rigorous assessment tool which evaluates the 
long term effectiveness of RCR on 
researcher’s integrity. 
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Evaluating the Effectiveness of Educational Training in the Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR). Federal agencies, including ORI, have invested heavily in training as the principal means to foster a research environment that promotes the responsible conduct of research and discourages misconduct.   Over the past 20 years the field has developed considerable diversity of opinion on the content that needs to be taught.  In addition the RCR field has minimal, if any, evidence from rigorous evaluation that RCR training works.  As a result, it is hard to state with any confirmation that RCR, as a mandatory training effort, is worth all the effort that institutions are required to devote to such training.  ORI would like to see research designed to create a rigorous and valid assessment tool to evaluate RCR effectiveness.  Such a tool would of necessity have to define first what needs to be taught as well as develop a reliable tool that would demonstrate long term impact on researcher’s integrity behaviors.   
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FOA Focus 

• 2. Evaluating the Effectiveness of 
Educational RCR Resources 
– Research and development of a tool 

that evaluates current and future 
resources to determine the effectiveness 
of RCR resources in promoting 
responsible research practices and 
preventing research misconduct 
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 Evaluating the Effectiveness of Educational RCR ResourcesCurrently, the field of RCR lacks a universal assessment tool that can evaluate the effectiveness of a wide array of RCR education tools. Hence, those responsible for teaching RCR rely on word of mouth, individual choices and postings of tools on various websites.  ORI would like to see the development of an evaluation tool which could be used to evaluate current and future educational resources.  The purpose of such an assessment tool is to determine the effectiveness of RCR resources in promoting responsible research practices and preventing research misconduct.  
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FOA Focus 

• 3.   Discovering and/or Evaluating 
Mechanisms that Institutions Can 
Effectively Employ to Foster Research 
Integrity: 
– Impact of Auditing 
– Impact of Enhanced Mentoring 
– Impact of Institutional Policies  
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Discovering and/or Evaluating Mechanisms that Institutions Can Effectively Employ to Foster Research Integrity RCR has primarily focused on the development of RCR courses.  ORI would like to expand the parameters of RCR to include a focus on how institutions could promote responsible research behaviors in other ways.  ORI is seeking studies that demonstrate broader institutional effort(s) to promote integrity.  For example, ORI is interested in studies that can evaluate  the impact of random lab auditing or data review, the impact of training faculty on enhanced research mentoring or development of mentoring teams, or the impact of an institutional requirement that researchers must adhere to the  International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE)  publication requirements, etc.  Such studies would use a robust experimental design to evaluate if there are differences, over time, in variables such as data management, error- rates, review of data, as well as the cost and burden of conducting the study.   
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FOA Focus 

• 4.  Research Questions that Challenge 
and Test Theoretical Perspectives on 
Researchers’ Integrity Behaviors.   
– What causes deviant behavior? 
– What interventions can be done to 

prevent deviant behavior? 
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Presentation Notes
 Research Questions that Challenge and Test Theoretical Perspectives on Researchers’ Integrity Behaviors.  In order to refine our approaches to promote integrity the RCR field needs to understand the factors that cause irresponsible and deviant research behaviors.  Although theoretical models have been used successfully to study behaviors in individuals and groups, little theory-based research has been done in the area of research integrity.  ORI is interested in the development of theoretically based experimental studies to test the efficacy of specific interventions.  There is a need to know more about the variables that lead researchers to deviate from the norms of science in order to create more appropriate responses to promote integrity. Proposals should be grounded in established cognitive, behavioral, and/or sociological theories or other relevant theories that can explain, predict, and prevent research misconduct and questionable research practices.
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Specific Content of Project Narrative  

1. Summary – Abstract 
 
2. Aim of Research – problem being 
addressed and how will it help research 
integrity 
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Presentation Notes
Project NarrativeThe Project Narrative is the most important part of the application, since it will be used as the primary basis to determine whether or not your project meets the minimum requirements for a grant under this announcement. The Project Narrative should provide a clear and concise description of your project. HHS/OASH recommends that your project narrative include the following components:SummaryThe PI(s) name(s) and contact information should be included at the top of this page. This section should include a 200 – 400 word description of the proposed project, including: goal(s), objectives, outcomes, and products to be developed.  The Summary is meant to serve as a succinct and accurate description of the proposed work and introduces the reviewers to your proposed research. This may be the same as the abstract statement. Problem Statement and Aims of Research.   This section should describe, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, the nature and scope of the particular problem or issue this research project is designed to address, including how the project will potentially improve the conduct and integrity of scientific research in the United States and abroad.  What are you trying to address in your research and how will it help research integrity? What are the aims of the proposed research and the expected outcome(s), including the impact that the results of the proposed research will exert on the research field(s) involved?   Research Design.The Research Design is the most important part of the application, since it will be used as the primary basis to determine whether or not your project meets the minimum requirements for a grant under this announcement.  The Research Design should provide a clear and concise description of your project as well as describe the outcomes you anticipate after each year.  Address relevant prior research and theoretical perspectives and include a discussion of  the following three areas:  (a)  Significance• Explain the importance of the problem or critical barrier to progress in the field that the proposed project addresses. • Explain how the proposed project will improve scientific knowledge, technical capability, and/or clinical practice in one or more broad fields. • Describe how the concepts, methods, technologies, treatments, services, or preventative interventions that drive this field will be changed if the proposed aims are achieved. (b) Innovation • Explain how the application challenges and seeks to shift current research or clinical practice paradigms. • Describe any novel theoretical concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation or interventions to be developed or used, and any advantage over existing methodologies, instrumentation, or interventions. • Explain any refinements, improvements, or new applications of theoretical concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, or interventions. (c) Approach • Describe the overall strategy, methodology, and analyses to be used to accomplish the specific aims of the project. Include how the data will be collected, analyzed, and interpreted as well as any resource sharing plans as appropriate. • Discuss potential problems, alternative strategies, and benchmarks for success anticipated to achieve the aims. • If the project is in the early stages of development, describe any strategy to establish feasibility, and address the management of any high risk aspects of the proposed work. Evaluation This section should describe the methods that you will use to evaluate whether or not the proposed intervention achieves its measurable outcome(s) and assess and evaluate the impact of activities for which you are applying.  You should describe the quantitative and qualitative tools and techniques that you will employ to measure the outcome(s) and how you will identify and document the “lessons learned.” Dissemination.  This section should describe the method that will be used to disseminate the project’s results and findings in a timely manner and in easily understandable formats to the target audience, the general public, and other parties who might be interested in using the results of the project.  All appropriate findings and products will be posted on an ORI sponsored website as determined by the ORI project officer.  Therefore, applicants should propose other innovative approaches to informing parties who might be interested in using the results of the project to inform practice, service delivery, program development, and/or policy-making, especially to those parties who would be interested in replicating the project.   ORI expects that nationwide dissemination of products and knowledge will occur. Project Management.  This section should include a clear delineation of the roles and responsibilities of project staff and sub-recipients and how they will contribute to achieving the project’s objectives and outcomes.  It should specify who would have day-to-day responsibility for key tasks such as: leadership of project; monitoring the project’s on-going progress, preparation of reports; and communications with other partners and ORI.  It should also describe the approach that will be used to monitor and track progress on the project’s tasks and objectives.  ORI expects that, throughout the grant period, the Project Director will have involvement in, and substantial knowledge about, all aspects of the project.    The Project Director’s roles and responsibilities should be clearly described.  Project Work PlanThe Project Work Plan should reflect, and be consistent with, the Project Narrative and Budget, and must cover each year of the two year project period.  However, each year’s activities should be fully attainable in one budget year.  Multi-year activities may be proposed, as well as activities that build upon each other, but each phase of the project must be discreet and attainable within a single budget year.  The Work Plan should include a statement of the project’s overall goal, anticipated outcome(s), key objectives, and the major tasks, action steps, or products that will be pursued or developed to achieve the goal and outcome(s).  Deliverables for each year should be clearly identified.  For each major task of each year, action step, or product, the work plan should identify the timeframes involved (including start- and end-dates), and the lead person responsible for completing the task.  
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Specific Content of Project Narrative   

• 3. Research Design  -  How will you study 
the research question and what you 
anticipate at the end of year 1 and year 2? 
– Significance 
– Innovation 
– Approach 
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Research Design.The Research Design is the most important part of the application, since it will be used as the primary basis to determine whether or not your project meets the minimum requirements for a grant under this announcement.  The Research Design should provide a clear and concise description of your project as well as describe the outcomes you anticipate after each year.  Address relevant prior research and theoretical perspectives and include a discussion of  the following three areas:  (a)  Significance• Explain the importance of the problem or critical barrier to progress in the field that the proposed project addresses. • Explain how the proposed project will improve scientific knowledge, technical capability, and/or clinical practice in one or more broad fields. • Describe how the concepts, methods, technologies, treatments, services, or preventative interventions that drive this field will be changed if the proposed aims are achieved. (b) Innovation • Explain how the application challenges and seeks to shift current research or clinical practice paradigms. • Describe any novel theoretical concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation or interventions to be developed or used, and any advantage over existing methodologies, instrumentation, or interventions. • Explain any refinements, improvements, or new applications of theoretical concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, or interventions. (c) Approach • Describe the overall strategy, methodology, and analyses to be used to accomplish the specific aims of the project. Include how the data will be collected, analyzed, and interpreted as well as any resource sharing plans as appropriate. • Discuss potential problems, alternative strategies, and benchmarks for success anticipated to achieve the aims. • If the project is in the early stages of development, describe any strategy to establish feasibility, and address the management of any high risk aspects of the proposed work. 
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Specific Content of Project Narrative  

• 4. Evaluation  
– How will you evaluate whether the project is 

successful? 
 

• 5. Dissemination.   
– How will you disseminate your results 

broadly? 
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Evaluation This section should describe the methods that you will use to evaluate whether or not the proposed intervention achieves its measurable outcome(s) and assess and evaluate the impact of activities for which you are applying.  You should describe the quantitative and qualitative tools and techniques that you will employ to measure the outcome(s) and how you will identify and document the “lessons learned.” 
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Specific Content of Project Narrative  

• 6. Project Management.  
– Roles and responsibilities 
– Monitoring time line 
– PI’s involvement in the project  

 
• 7. Project Work Plan  

– Deliverables of each year specified 
– Time frames 
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Project Management.  This section should include a clear delineation of the roles and responsibilities of project staff and sub-recipients and how they will contribute to achieving the project’s objectives and outcomes.  It should specify who would have day-to-day responsibility for key tasks such as: leadership of project; monitoring the project’s on-going progress, preparation of reports; and communications with other partners and ORI.  It should also describe the approach that will be used to monitor and track progress on the project’s tasks and objectives.  ORI expects that, throughout the grant period, the Project Director will have involvement in, and substantial knowledge about, all aspects of the project.    The Project Director’s roles and responsibilities should be clearly described.  
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Appendix   
8. Letters of Commitment from sub-organization is 
required 
 How will the organization support the project 
 
9 . Organizational Capability Statement 
– How the institution is organized and the capabilities it 

possesses 
– Any additional information about experiences or 

record of the project team in conduct research, 
publications or reports 

– Optional organizational chart to illustrate relationship 
of project to the institution 

–   
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Project Work PlanThe Project Work Plan should reflect, and be consistent with, the Project Narrative and Budget, and must cover each year of the two year project period.  However, each year’s activities should be fully attainable in one budget year.  Multi-year activities may be proposed, as well as activities that build upon each other, but each phase of the project must be discreet and attainable within a single budget year.  The Work Plan should include a statement of the project’s overall goal, anticipated outcome(s), key objectives, and the major tasks, action steps, or products that will be pursued or developed to achieve the goal and outcome(s).  Deliverables for each year should be clearly identified.  For each major task of each year, action step, or product, the work plan should identify the timeframes involved (including start- and end-dates), and the lead person responsible for completing the task.  
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Further Appendix Possibilities 

– Human subject’s protection and IRB plan - if 
relevant to the type of proposed research.  

– Bibliography of the references mentioned in 
the proposal 
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Add Human subject’s protection and IRB plan if they are relevant to the type of proposed research. Provide bibliography with urls when possible so that reviewers can easily access them.  This is particularly relevant for one’s own research. 
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Instructions to Reviewers on 
how to Evaluate and Score  

• Significance of research to respond to 
FOA 

• PIs skills to complete the research 
• Innovation of research to the FOA 
• Approach – is it well thought out? 
• Final Product well described 
• Budget – Is it well thought out? 
• Human Subjects protection planned ? 
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V. APPLICATION REVIEW INFORMATION1.  Criteria: Eligible applications will be assessed according to the following criteria: Reviewers will consider each of the review criteria below in the determination of scientific merit and give a separate score for each. An application does not need to be strong in all categories to be judged likely to have major scientific impact. For example, a project that by its nature is not innovative may be essential to advance a field. Significance (Weight: 15 points)Does the project address an important problem or a critical barrier to progress in the field? If the aims of the project are achieved, how will scientific knowledge, technical capability, and/or clinical practice be improved? How will successful completion of the aims change the concepts, methods, technologies, treatments, services, or preventative interventions that drive this field? Will the study significantly advance the defined objectives? Does the study have clear relevance to biomedical, behavioral health sciences, and/or health services research? Does the application address the societal, organizational, group, or individual factors that affect integrity in collaborative research? Investigator(s) (Weight: 15 points) Are the PD/PIs, collaborators, and other researchers well suited to the project? If Early Stage Investigators or New Investigators, or in the early stages of independent careers, do they have appropriate experience and training? If established, have they demonstrated an ongoing record of accomplishments that have advanced their field(s)? Is their leadership approach, governance, and organizational structure appropriate for the project? Has the investigator and team members demonstrated acceptable levels of face-to-face training in the responsible conduct of research? If the project is collaborative, do the team members have complementary and integrated expertise. 	Innovation 		(Weight: 20 points)	Does the application challenge and seek to shift current research or clinical practiceparadigms by utilizing novel theoretical concepts, approaches or methodologies,instrumentation, or interventions? Are the concepts, approaches or methodologies,instrumentation, or interventions novel to one field of research or novel in a broad sense? Isa refinement, improvement, or new application of theoretical concepts, approaches ormethodologies, instrumentation, or interventions proposed? Approach                  (Weight:  25) Are the overall strategy, methodology, and analyses well-reasoned and appropriate to accomplish the specific aims of the project? Are potential problems, alternative strategies,and benchmarks for success presented? If the project is in the early stages of development, will the strategy establish feasibility and will particularly risky aspects be managed? If the project involves clinical research, are there plans for (1) protection of human subjects from research risks, and (2) inclusion of minorities and members of both sexes/genders as well as the inclusion of children, justified in terms of the scientific goals and research strategy proposed? Are the methods clearly described? Have the researchers demonstrated feasibility of the study? Are surveys and/or other test instruments adequately described and appropriate to the study? Are survey cohorts appropriate for the study and clearly identified? Can the researchers gain access to the data and/or populations they are proposing to study? Will the study yield data that are strong and informative? Will the study lead to future investigations on research in collaborative research integrity? Have the researchers fully explored prior research and explained how their work will build on or advance that research? For applications designating multiple investigators, does the Leadership Plan ensure that there will be sufficient coordination and communication among the investigators?   Final Product (Weight: 15 points)Is there a clear description of the expected product at the end of the project period? Is it realistic and consistent with the objectives and purpose of this FOA? Is the anticipated outcome/product likely to be achieved and will it significantly benefit the field of academic research integrity?   Budget (Weight: 10 points) Is the budget justified with respect to the adequacy and reasonableness of resources requested? Is the budget appropriate for the scope of work described? Are budget line items clearly delineated and consistent with the narrative, specific aims, and work plan?   Additional ConsiderationsAs applicable for the project proposed, reviewers will evaluate the following additional item while determining scientific and technical merit and providing an overall impact/priority score, but will not give separate scores for these items.   This should be mentioned in the proposal content and details should be included in the appendix.  Protections for Human Subjects For research that involves human subjects but does not involve one of the six categories of research that are exempt under 45 CFR Part 46, the committee will evaluate the justification for involvement of human subjects and the proposed protections from research risk relating to their participation according to the following five review criteria: (1) risk to subjects, (2) adequacy of protection against risks, (3) potential benefits to the subjects and others, (4) importance of the knowledge to be gained, and (5) data and safety monitoring for clinical trials. For research that involves human subjects and meets the criteria for one or more of the six categories of research that are exempt under 45 CFR Part 46, the committee will evaluate: (1) the justification for the exemption, (2) human subjects involvement and characteristics, and (3) sources of materials. For additional information on review of the Human Subjects section, please refer to the Human Subjects Protection and Inclusion Guidelines:  (http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps_2012/nihgps_ch4.htm#human_subjects_protectionshttpand http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/policy/engage08.html)
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Summary  

• Write clear research questions – not in 
jargon and especially important if you are 
in a related discipline. 

• Write with the reviewers in mind – how it 
will be evaluated. 

• Be sure to make it clear what FOA focus 
you are addressing and why it is 
important. 
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Summary 

• Give a good overview of prior research 
that has been done and how any research 
you have done is linked. 

• Describe carefully your methods and how 
you will implement it. 

• Describe the team and roles and 
responsibilities in detail and be sure your 
team has the expertise. 
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• Abstract and summary is equivalent to 
your elevator speech. It sets the stage and 
thus write it very carefully address each 
component specified in the application. 

• Discuss limitations and how you would 
deal with them if they happen. 

• Check your grammar and formatting.  
• Review carefully each section of the 

application and SUBMIT EARLY  
26 
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Notice of Award (NOA) 
 • Binding legal document that notifies the successful 

applicant of its selection; award amount; project & 
budget periods 

• Includes any conditions on the award: requirements that 
must be met as a condition of receiving the grant funds 

• Includes standard terms, reporting requirements and 
contact information for OGM and the OASH Program 
Office 

• If you are selected, you should review this document 
thoroughly when you receive it 

• Notices of Award are only issued electronically 
• Unsuccessful applicants will be notified by the ORI 

Program Office  
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The Notice of Award is the binding legal document that will notify you if you have been selected for an award. It will include all the relevant terms and conditions of your award, reporting requirements, contact information for your project officer and grants management specialist.If you are fortunate to receive one at the end of the competitive process, please review it thoroughly and carefully and call the provided contacts with any questions.Unsuccessful applicants will be notified by the ORI Program Office.

http://www.hhs.gov/


Contact Information  
• For Budget Questions 

Roscoe Brunson, Jr.  
 240-453-8822  
 roscoe.brunson@hhs.gov  
 

• For FOA Technical Questions 
 Sandra Titus 
 240-453-8437 
 sandra.titus@hhs.gov 
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